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Abstract 
 

Although there are as many trading strategies as there are people in this 

world, the traditional opinion is that investments should be based on sound 

fundamental analysis which in turn is partly based on information that by 

law should be given to the financial market without delay. The Efficient 

Market Hypothesis (EMH) states that prices quickly adjust to new 

information and that current prices are accurately reflected  by all the 

information about the asset in question (Fama, 1970). Thus, no investor 

should have an advantage in forecasting future stock prices since no one is 

supposed to have access to information that has not already been made 

public. But what if the markets do not apprehend important information 

immediately? What if there are asymmetries that are being taken 

advantage of? The aim of our Master thesis was to study the phenomena 

of Insider trading and the potential abnormal returns these may cause. In 

other words, the question we asked was whether replicating Insiders is a 

good trading strategy? The findings from our comprehensive study and its 

results speak of a considerable high abnormal return. The following 

computations of the statistical significance of our results further reinforce 

the credibility in them. This implies, in contrast to other similar studies 

made in Sweden, that it in fact is possible to gain on Insider trading. 



 

 

 
 

Definitions 

 
Aggregate list All stocks on the Stockholm Stock Exchange lists A, O and Attract 

40 

 

Buy transaction An intentionally executed buy transaction, i.e. splits, dividends, 

issuance of shares etc. are disregarded 

 

Cluster transaction A minimum of three Insiders buy a certain stock within a week  

 

Day Each day mentioned in this thesis refers to a day when the 

Stockholm Stock Exchange is open for trading 

 

Insider A person who holds a leading position or an employee who may 

gain information that possibly could influence the future stock 

price1 

 

Insider information  Information, that historically has affected the stock price, should be 

considered as Insider information2 

 

Week One week is defined as five days during a normal trading week 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                 
1 For a complete definition see section 3.1.2 
2 For a complete definition see section 3.1.3 
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1 Introduction 

 
 

The first chapter is focused on introducing the reader to the 
terminology “Insider trading” and its characteristics in the 
sections Background and Problem Discussion. Further, the 
purpose of this thesis will be defined.  

 
 

1.1 Background 
 

Whether you are a long- or a short-term investor, the main objective is to make money on 

your investments. When choosing which stocks to invest in, understanding the basics of 

finance and its relation to risk will get you far in the decision making process. Although there 

are as many trading strategies as there are people in this world, the traditional opinion is that 

investments should be based on sound fundamental analysis which in turn is partly based on 

information that by law should be given to the financial market without delay. But what if the 

markets do not apprehend important information all at once? What if there are asymmetries 

that are being taken advantage of? Seyhun (1998) states that most investors believe that 

corporate Insiders are pre-informed about the prospects of their firms and that they buy and 

sell their own firms’ stock at the most favourable times and reap significant profits on it.  

 

The term Insider Trading refers to the stock transactions that are made by individuals which 

have a special insight in their company’s future prospects. Such individuals are often entitled 

directors, board members and large shareholders. However, a common misunderstanding is 

that only directors and the upper management can be considered as Insiders. The fact is that 

anybody who holds non-public information can be defined accordingly. This means that a 

wide range (i.e. traders, salespeople, family and key employees) can be labelled as people 

involved in Insider Trading.   

 

Although the term Insider Trading is associated with negative irregularities, it is important to 

emphasize that as long as the Insider is trading on information that is generally available to 

the public, no laws are violated. It should also be mentioned that most of the trading 
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conducted by Insiders is completely legal. This does however not disregard the fact that 

Insiders do have an advantage of possessing information that has not yet been made public.   

 

An article in Individual Investor (1998) describes the phenomena in greater detail:    

 

“Company executives and directors know their business more intimately than any Wall Street 

analyst ever would. They know when a new product is flying out the door, when inventories 

are piling up, whether profit margins are expanding or whether production costs are rising… 

You always hear about the smart money. Generally that is the smart money.”  

 

The quote given above implies that there could and maybe is a way for investors to profit by 

replicating the transactions of Insiders. 

 

1.2 Problem Discussion 
 
The Efficient Market Hypothesis3 (EMH) states that prices quickly adjust to new information 

and that current prices are accurately reflected by all the information about the asset in 

question (Fama, 1970). Thus, no investor should have an advantage in forecasting future stock 

prices since no one has access to information that has not already been made public. Is this 

really true? Research from abroad (Seyhun, 1998) and (Madura and Wiant, 1995) reveals that 

Insiders, by possessing unpublished information and thus by creating abnormal returns, do 

have an advantage over the common investor.  

 

With respect to the empirical findings abroad, it should be interesting to further look into 

whether replicating Insiders is a sustainable and successful trading strategy. Research on this 

topic from Sweden and Stockholm University, School of Business (Karte and Näss, 2002), 

(Jangklev and Kilander, 2004) and (Moreau and Sångberg, 2004) did not find empirical 

evidence that could be verified statistically. The authors all studied transactions made by 

Insiders during short periods of a particular year. This does not, in our view, capture the 

essence of Insider Trading since Insiders have all kinds of reasons (i.e. liquidity problems 

etc.) to trade stocks in a particular month. With this in mind, there are many questions that 

                                                 
3 EMH will be discussed in greater detail further down 
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still have not been answered. For example, will a comprehensive study on Insider transactions 

reveal a significant abnormal return? Are there any differences in the future returns if one or 

more Insiders from the same company (i.e. cluster trading), within a short period of time, 

trade their particular stock? Can significant differences be discerned depending on what kind 

of market (i.e. A-listan, Attract 40 or O-listan) the Insider trade is transacted? These are some 

of the many questions and problems forming the framework of this thesis. 

 

1.3 Objective 
 
The aim of this study is to statistically verify whether cluster trading results in a Cumulative 

Average Abnormal Return (CAAR) on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. In other words, the 

question we ask is whether replicating a group of Insiders is a good trading strategy? 

 

1.4 Delimitation 
 
All the companies included in this study originate from one of the following three lists on the 

Stockholm Stock Exchange, A-list, Attract 40 and O-list. We have chosen to include all the 

companies and legal cluster transactions on these lists in order to present a comprehensive 

result that hopefully will answer the questions that have not yet been answered. Also, Jeng et 

al (1999) found that cluster transactions generated higher abnormal returns than single 

transactions. These findings were part of our decision to study the mentioned phenomena. The 

time period from which data has been collected originates from 2002 - 2003.  

 

We will limit our study to solely cover stock buy transactions during the defined time period 

and thus disregard other types of financial instruments such as options and convertibles. This 

approach (also in-line with the empirical findings of Jeng et al, 1999), will in our view, 

indicate a more significant signal to the financial markets. There are several legitimate 

reasons for an Insider to sell a part of his stake in the company in question. For example, a 

sell transaction could be executed because of a liquidity problem due to a new car buy or a 

considerable payoff by instalments. A buy transaction, on the other hand, simply indicates 

that the Insiders’ subjective opinion is that the stock is undervalued and a rise in the share 

price is thus motivated. 
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Our limitation considering cluster transactions was chosen because of an underlying 

hypothesis that several transactions within one week will indicate that the Insiders probably 

possess essential information and are thus acting on it. Further limitations include not 

considering the transaction costs raised by the transaction.
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2 Methodology 
 

 
 

In this chapter we will describe the methodological approach that 
has been applied on the surveyed Insider transactions. The chapter 
ends with a discussion concerning the reliability and validity of the 
choice of research methodology and included data sources.   

 
 

2.1 General approach 
 
In preparing a thesis there are two different approaches on how to observe the reality. One 

approach is the inductive method which implies that the researcher primarily observes the 

reality and thereafter tries to build up a perception of the subject in question (Holme & 

Solvang, 1997). From the achieved perception on the subject and its characteristics, the 

researcher then initiates his studies in order to attain scientific evidence for the theories. 

 

A second approach, the deductive method, implies that the researcher starts out from current 

theories on how reality works and based on this, the researcher conducts further research on 

the subject in question (Holme & Solvang, 1997). The current theories are then tested and 

subsequently either verified or further developed. 

 

This thesis will be based on already elaborated finance theories that presume an efficient 

market where no information asymmetry exists and the presumption that Insider transactions, 

based on no advantageous information, are accurately registered by Finansinspektionen. In 

that sense, our thesis will be characterized by a deductive approach.   
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2.2 Choice of method 
 
A method can further be either quantitative or qualitative. The quantitative method is formal 

and structured. It is characterized by selectivity and the approach centralizes on numerical 

observations (Holme and Solvang, 1997). The objective is to generalize a phenomenon 

through formalized analysis of chosen data using mainly statistical tools.  

 

A qualitative method, on the other hand, is less formal and the main objective is to test if the 

information is generally valid. The approach is focused on verbal descriptions, in order to 

achieve an understanding of the studied subject, rather than on numerical data. 

 

Our thesis will require large amounts of data to be collected and analyzed and the most 

suitable method in conducting such a study is the quantitative method according to Holme and 

Solvang (1997). A useful methodology for a quantitative study of a certain event’s impact on 

the stock market is the event study methodology (MacKinlay, 1997). Based on financial data, 

it is possible to observe how the stock market is reacting in relation to an event such as Insider 

transactions. The advantage is based on the fact that an emerging event will be immediately 

reflected in the stock price. Further, as the event has an informative effect, the stock price will 

tend to change either in a positive or negative direction. With regard to these arguments, we 

find it appropriate to use the event study methodology in measuring the effect of Insider 

transactions on the stock prices on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. 

 

2.3 Literature and Data sources 
 
Our sources consist only of secondary data which according to Eriksson & Wiedersheim- 

Paul (1999) refers to the existing theories and other types of material of the considered 

subject. The data originates from sources such as databases, literature, journals, prior research 

and search engines on the Internet. 

 

In the early stages of the thesis, the aim was to quickly get a general view of the subject 

Insider Trading and the theories it emphasizes. The objective was to create a foundation of 

existing theories on the phenomena Insider Trading from which we could further form our 
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own study. Data on Insider transactions from 2002 - 2003 was collected from 

Finansinspektionen.  

These excel files consists of the name of the Insider, the transaction date and his or hers 

connection to the company in question. The corresponding data on stock prices was collected 

from Stockholm Stock Exchange, Dagens Industri and SIX Trust. 

 

Most of the literature and articles were found in the libraries of Stockholm University and 

Stockholm School of Economics. Further references on the subject have been collected 

through research databases such as LIBRIS and SSRN. Remaining literature was bought from 

different bookstores after recommendations from professionals at Finansinspektionen. 

 

2.4 Data selection criteria 
 
In order to study the impact of Insider transactions on the Swedish stock market, we have 

divided our original population according to one criterion: based on the Stockholm Stock 

Exchange lists A, O and Attract 40. Oppose to some prior studies (Seyhun, 1986) that focus 

on several selection criteria such as “type of Insider” and “company value”, we have chosen a 

narrow approach and instead focused on collecting Insider transactions during a long period 

of time along with longer event windows in order to possibly be able to receive a more 

significant result. 

 

We have surveyed Insider trading that has been registered at Finansinspektionen during the 

period 2002-01-01 to 2003-12-31. All included transactions are intentionally executed buys. It 

is also worth to mention that all registered Insider transaction dates are accurate even if they 

due to Finansinspektionens rules are allowed to be reported with a 5-day delay. 

 

Our selection of cluster transactions resulted in 567 single transactions which in turn were 

executed on the basis, three within a week. We have though not chosen to include all the 

transactions included in a cluster of three. There are two reasons for this formulated 

restriction. The first reason is that we consider “replicating cluster transactions” as a trading 

strategy whereas a regular trader should start replicating the Insiders after the identification of 

the third executed transaction in the cluster. The second reason is that no significant price 

movements are usually observed within a trading week. Therefore we find it irrelevant to 
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include all of the single transactions in our study based on the argument that the time spent on 

additional data processing will only contribute with a marginal effect on our aggregated 

results.    

 

With respect to the above mentioned requirements, the total number of Insider buy-

transactions that form the basis of our data selection adds up to 189 cluster transactions.  

 

2.4.1 Additional reductions 
 
Our selection of pure buy transactions has further been limited to transactions consisting of at 

least 1000 stocks. Less extensive transactions are considered as being too small in order to 

provide any signal effect to the market. We have further excluded so called break even trades 

where the same amount of shares has been bought and sold during the same day. The reason 

for this restriction is that these trades primarily are executed due to tax related reasons.  

2.5 Event study 
 
The methodology Event study started to evolve in the end of 1970 and has ever since then 

become a frequently used research tool within the field of finance. Early event study 

publications were conducted by Ball and Brown (1968) along with Fama, Fisher, Jensen and 

Roll (1969). The purpose of the methodology is to study how financial markets or a separate 

company’s stock is reacting to a specific event. Advantages of an event study originate in the 

presumption that as soon as an event occurs, it will immediately be reflected in the stock price 

(MacKinlay, 1997). A requirement for using the methodology is the valid assumption of an 

effective market that perfectly absorbs the emergence of new information. Therefore, as 

Insider transactions can be considered as a form of information, we find the event study 

methodology as appropriate for measuring the impact on stock price due to Insider 

transactions. 
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MacKinlay (1997) have identified seven steps that are generally applied in relation to an event 

study process. 

 

1. Event definition. The authors indicate the importance of choosing an event that is of 

major interest as event studies has become a widely used methodology. In relation to 

the choice of an event to study, a suitable length of an event window should be defined 

as well. The event window is the period over which the included company’s stock 

prices shall be studied. It is usually based on a period before and after the actual event 

and the window can be either symmetric or asymmetric. (see 2.5.1)  

 

2. Selection criteria. The next step is to decide on which basis to select companies that 

should be included in the study. The decision could for example be based on a certain 

stock exchange or industry. We have chosen to survey the transactions that have been 

made in companies registered on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. More precisely 

companies registered on the A-list, Attract 40 and O-list. (see 2.4) 

 

3. Normal and abnormal returns. In order to measure the effect of an event, it is 

necessary to calculate the difference between the normal return and the observed 

return and consequently obtain the abnormal return. The normal return is defined as 

the return to be expected if an event is not taking place and will from now on be 

mentioned as the expected return. (see 2.5.2) 

 

4. Estimation procedure. In order to obtain the abnormal return, the first step is to 

calculate the expected return according to one of several available methods. The 

market model is the most frequently used and we have decided to use a simplified 

version called the adjusted market model due to arguments presented below. (see 

2.5.3) 

 

5. Testing procedure. The fifth step in the process is to perform statistical tests in order 

to verify if the results are significant and to which probability the results can be 

guaranteed. Hypothesises that will examine existence of possible abnormal returns are 

also defined in this step. (see 2.6) 
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6. Empirical results. After the significance test has been made, empirical results will be 

presented. (see 4.1 and 4.2) 

 

7. Interpretation and conclusions. The seventh and last step is to interpret and draw 

conclusions of the empirical result. (see chapters 5 and 6)  

 

2.5.1 Definition of event and event window 
 
The event that is to be studied is Insider transactions made by at least three Insiders within the 

same week. As mentioned above, we will consider all of the transactions within the week as a 

single transaction (third in order) and thus receive one single event which, according to Fama 

(1970), can be defined as T0. The months before and after T0 will be termed – T1 and + T1, + 

T2+ T3 respectively and each time spread represents an, in the thesis, included Event window 

(see figure 2.1). The period before the event window is an estimation window where the α- 

and β-parameters used in the market model (see formula 2.2) can be estimated. We have 

though, in this thesis, decided to use the adjusted market model (see 2.5.3) and we are only 

using the estimation window to calculate standard deviations that are needed for the student’s 

t-test. The duration of the estimation window is defined between – T2 and – T1 (see figure 

2.1). 

 

 
  

Figure 2.1 Event- and Estimation Window 

Event Window Estimation Window 

T0 +T1 +T2-T1 -T2 

-20 to 120 days 

-20 to 60 days 

-20 to 30 days -160 to -20 days 
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2.5.2 Calculation of returns 
 
In order to calculate the normal and expected returns, which are based on a certain company’s 

stock and OMX index respectively, we will be using formula 2.1, 

 

1

1
,, )(

−

−−
=

t

tt
tmti P

PP
RR  

 
Formula 2.1 Calculation of stock- and OMX return 

 

where tP  is the closing rate day t and 1−tP  the closing rate one day before. 

 

2.5.3 Abnormal return 
 
There are several models available for calculating the abnormal return (MacKinlay, 1997). 

We have chosen to use the Adjusted Market Model (see formula 2.3) which is a widely used 

model in relation to event studies4. The method is similar to the more advanced OLS Market 

Model (see formula 2.2). It is the parameters αi and βi that constitutes the difference. There is 

no risk adjustment in the adjusted market model and αi and βi are as a result set to 0 and 1 

respectively. Therefore, we make an assumption that the expected return is equal to the 

market return, based on OMX index, and the abnormal return (AR) will be calculated as the 

difference between a certain stock’s Ri,t return, day t, and the market return Rm,t, day t (see 

formula 2.3). 

 

The reason for our choice of the adjusted market model, instead of the more complex OLS 

market model, is based on prior studies where the adjusted market model has been proved to 

identify abnormal returns as accurately as the OLS market model. Efforts should rather be 

made on identifying the day for the event’s occurrence as it will have a more significant 

impact on the discovery of abnormal returns. Estimations of betas have further proved to be 

instable over time (Brown and Warner, 1980). 

 

 

                                                 
4 Brown and Warner (1980) 
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( )tmtiti RRAR ,,, ×+−= βα  

Formula 2.2 Market Model 

 

tmtiti RRAR ,,, −=  

Formula 2.3 Adjusted Market Model 

      

All Insider transactions will be placed in a portfolio corresponding to a certain group (e.g. 

stock list) and the abnormal returns will be calculated for every day, t, which is related to an 

Insider transaction. 

 

Next step in the adjusted market model is to calculate the cumulative abnormal return, CARt 

for each transaction at time t. This calculation is made according to formula 2.4, 

 

∑
=

=
n

i
tit AR

n
CAR

1
,

1  

Formula 2.4 Calculation of CAR 

 

2.5.4 Cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR) 
 
By calculating the cumulative average abnormal return (CAAR), we will obtain the abnormal 

return effect for all Insider transactions in a certain portfolio. This is calculated through 

summarizing each CAR and then dividing with the total amount of transactions in the 

portfolio in question (see formula 2.5). 

 

∑
=

=
T

t
tt CAR

n
CAAR

!

1  

Formula 2.5 Calculation of CAAR 

 

CAAR will then represent the total average effect of Insider transactions for all included 

stocks in a certain portfolio. 
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2.6 Statistical analysis 
 
In order to confirm whether our abnormal returns are significant, we need to test the results 

using a significance test. There are two kinds of tests, parametric and non-parametric tests, 

which are usually used in our kind of quantitative research.  

 

2.6.1 Parametric and nonparametric tests  
 
Typically, nonparametric methods require less stringent assumptions than do their parametric 

counterparts; on the other hand, they also use less information from the data. This makes the 

nonparametric tests somewhat less powerful than the corresponding parametric tests for the 

same situations, when the assumptions of the parametric tests are met. When the assumptions 

of the parametric tests are not met, the nonparametric tests are the ones to use (Aczel, 1999). 

 

2.6.2 The Central Limit Theorem 
 
The central limit theorem states that the distribution of the sample mean tends to a normal 

distribution regardless of the distribution of the population from which the random sample is 

drawn. In general, a sample of 30 or more elements is considered large enough for the central 

limit theorem, and thus also the normal distribution, to take effect (Aczel, 1999).  

 

Considering our sample population of 189 transactions and our assumptions: equal variances 

and independence of the collected sample, we have fulfilled the conjecture of a two sample t-

test and we will thus use it in order to verify our results.  
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2.7 Hypothesis test 
 
The assumption that we are testing is whether Insider transactions increases or decreases the 

shareholder value, i.e. whether the stock price is affected. By formulating a zero hypothesis 

(H0) and an alternative hypothesis (H1), it can be tested if the possible abnormal returns are 

statistically verified or if they should be regarded as a random phenomenon. 

 

An underlying argument for the hypotheses confirming possible abnormal returns is that 

Insiders would know more than other investors and the traded stock will thereby generate an 

abnormal return as the market will consider it to be undervalued.  

In order to facilitate the presentation of our results, we will be using the same hypothesises for 

all portfolios. 

 
Hypothesis: 
 
H0: CAAR = 0 (There is no significant abnormal return in relation to Insider transactions) 
 
H1: CAAR ≠ 0 (There is a significant abnormal return in relation to Insider transactions) 

 
 

Is a significant CAAR generated depending on which stock lists that are included in the 
portfolio? H0 / H1 accepted? 
 

 A-list 
 O-list 
 Attract 40 
 Aggregated lists   

 
 
Is a significant CAAR generated depending on the length of the event window? H0 / H1 
accepted? 
 

 -20 to 30 days 
 -20 to 60 days 
 -20 to 120 days 
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2.8 Student’s t-test  
 
A paired sampled t-test identifies differences in mean values when the primary data has been 

collected from a random and independent selection that is approximately normally distributed. 

The requirement of normally distributed data is, as mentioned, approximately fulfilled and we 

will be using a t-test to verify the significance of each calculated CAAR and consequently 

reject one of the formulated hypotheses.  

 

The t-test will be conducted in the following steps: 

 

1. Formulate hypothesis (H0) and alternative hypothesis (H1). (see 2.7) 

 

2. Calculate t-value according to formula 2.6, 

 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−

=

N

valueHCAAR
t

t

t
t 2

0

σ
 

 
Formula 2.6 Student’s t-test 

 

where: 

 

CAARt = CAAR for each day t respectively in the estimation window 

 

N = Number of stocks in each portfolio 

 

H0 value = usually 0 as we assume no abnormal return 

 

and 2
tσ  is the approximation of the standard deviation according to formula 2.7, 
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Formula 2.7 Calculation of standard deviation 

 

CARt = CAR for each stock N and day t in the estimation window 

 

3. Compare calculated t-value with critical t-value, based on a chosen significance 

level, from table. If the calculated t-value is larger than the table value, H0 will be 

rejected according to the chosen significance level. We will use a significance level 

of 95% and degrees of freedom are N-1. 

 

4. Each calculated t-value will then correspond to a probability (p) that determines the 

probability for the accepted hypothesis to be wrong 5 . Aczel (1999) states the 

following guidelines for interpreting the p-value. 

 

- When the p value is smaller than 0,01, the result is called very significant. 

- When the p value is between 0,01 and 0,05, the result is called significant. 

- When the p value is between 0,05 and 0,10, the result is considered by some as 

marginally significant (and by most as not significant). 

- When the p value is greater than 0,10, the result is considered not significant. 

 

2.9 Reliability and Validity 
 
When a quantitative method is used, it is of great importance that the collected data is 

representative. It is further important that the researcher is measuring what is meant to be 

measured ant that the collected data is reliable. A scientific denomination for these conditions 

is validity and reliability (Holme and Solvang, 1997). In relation to a quantitative research, 

the validity is most frequently determined with statistical tools and tests. Reliability is 

determined on the basis of how measurements have been made together with how the 

collected data has been handled and processed. 
                                                 
5 http://www.stat.sc.edu/~west/applets/tdemo.html 
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Reliable data is though not sufficient. There is a possibility that the researcher, without 

intention, might actually survey something he/she initially did not mean to. The survey can 

still be reliable although without any further possibilities to verify the intended hypothesises 

and questions at issue. Usage of valid data solves this problem. High validity implies that the 

researcher is surveying the, in advance, determined. (Holme and Solvang, 1997) 

 

One factor that could possibly affect the validity and reliability, and thereby the results of our 

study, is the processing of large data amounts that has been conducted in statistical computer 

software. Microsoft Excel and Minitab has been used for data processing and statistical tests 

but even though both are well-reputed software there is always a risk that the human nature 

might cause errors in the processing. We have tried to avoid this source of error as far as 

possible through accurate controls of included data and data processing. Nevertheless, there 

will still be a risk that some Insider transactions, which should have been included, by 

mistake has been disregarded in the selection process from the large data amount provided by 

Finansinspektionen. 

          

2.10  Criticism of sources and methodology 
 
Concerning the data and information that has been collected for this thesis, we consider it to 

be of high reliability and validity. An event study is by a majority considered to be the best 

methodology in analyzing effects on the stock market due to various events (MacKinlay, 

1997). In addition, the theoretical framework that forms the basis of our deductive approach is 

diversified and the authors are primarily independent of each other. 

 

Insiders are obligated to report their transactions to Finansinspektionen. It is in the restrictions 

expressed that a transaction should be reported within at least five days after fulfilment6. The 

procedure can though be a bit delayed in some cases. Hence, as it is difficult to identify the 

actual day of transaction due to the five-day margin and further delay, it could imply some 

disturbance to our calculated abnormal returns. 

 

 

                                                 
6 www.fi.se 
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Concerning our choice of an event study, there has been some criticism regarding its 

theoretical construction and wide application areas. The underlying theory is only related to 

statistical assumptions and possible divergence from them (MacKinlay, 1997). One 

implication arises from the fact that other affecting events might occur at the same time, or 

during the event window, as the Insider transactions. This will imply that the surveyed event 

might not indicate the intended effect. Such other events can consist of profit warnings, 

acquisitions, interim reports or macroeconomic factors. We have tried to minimize these 

problems as far as possible through including a large amount of transactions. 
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3 Theoretical Framework 

 
 

The third chapter introduces the theoretical framework that forms 
the basis for further analysis and conclusions of our results. All 
theories are consistently related to our formulated purpose in 
order to further clarify the problem discussion and its 
consequences.  

 
 

3.1 Insider Trading 
 
Insider trading is a term that most investors associate with illegal conduct. But, as we have 

mentioned above, the term actually includes both legal and illegal conduct. The legal version 

is when Insiders buy and sell stocks in their own companies. They have a reporting duty and 

must report their trades to Finansinspektionen within five days after the transaction 7 . 

Finansinspektionen therefore maintains a public register of senior executives in listed 

companies where daily updates of changes in their shareholdings are published.  

 

3.1.1 History 
 
The financial markets has traditionally been weakly regulated, the fact is that up until 1989 

Insider Trading was not considered an illegal act. In 1989 the European Union (EU) 

established a new directive, The European Community Insider Trading Directive, which in 

the mid 1990’s ended up in legislations against illegal Insider Trading in all of the member 

states in the EU (Appelgren & Sjögren, 2001).  

 

Sweden was one of the first states in Europe to start regulating the area of Insider Trading. 

This was done with a law in the 1970’s that forced Insiders to register their holdings in 

companies in which they had special insight. However, it was not until the late 1980’s that 

Sweden completely forbid the act of illegal Insider Trading due to the above mentioned 

directives from the EU (Appelgren & Sjögren, 2001). 

 

                                                 
7 www.fi.se 
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3.1.2 Laws 
 
The Insider laws and regulations were established to uphold the trust and confidence for the 

Swedish financial markets. The laws prohibit everyone who possesses Insider information 

that has not been made public to trade that particular stock. Also, Insiders are not allowed to 

sell a stock within a three month period after the purchase. The rule must be followed unless a 

loss on the particular trade can be realized within the same period. The same argument applies 

for everyone who through an advice or suchlike implies someone to trade on the basis of 

Insider information (Bengtsson, 2001). It makes no difference whether someone acts illegally 

due to information gained by friends, on the Internet or by rumours on the street. It is still 

illegal and the act should be punished accordingly8.  

 

Definitions of an Insider9: 

 

• A member or a deputy member of the board in either the company or its parent 

company. 

• A managing director or a deputy managing director of the company or its parent 

company. 

• An accountant or a deputy accountant for the company or its parent company. 

• A person which holds a leading position in the company or its parent company and 

therefore possess information that could be influential on the future stock price. 

• A person who holds a leading position or an employee, according to the first three 

statements above, who may gain information that possibly could influence the future 

stock price.  

• He who holds stakes of more than 10 percent of the total holdings or the voting rights 

or owns stocks within the same proportion together with a relative or suchlike should 

be considered as an Insider.  

 

 

 

                                                 
8 Insider Law (2000:1086) Punishments due to illegal Insider Trading  
9 Insider Law (2000:1087). Reporting duty 
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3.1.3 Insider information 
 
Bengtsson (2001) means that information, such as profits that still has not been released; 

future mergers and information about the progress of a particular product (i.e. medicine) that 

historically has affected the stock price should be considered as Insider information. A 

rumour about such information is also illegal, although it is hard to both trace and prove.  

 

3.1.4 New Laws and Regulations 
 
From July 1 2005 Finansinspektionen has implemented new laws and regulations (examples 

below) that hopefully further will constrain the illegal acts of Insider Trading10.  

 

The reporting duty on transactions to Finansinspektionen was before the change limited to 

stocks on the Stockholm Stock Exchange. From the date of the change in the legislation, this 

regulation will also apply for Swedish companies that have issued stocks in other regulated 

markets within the EES-area11.  

 

Finansinspektionen will also charge a fee from the companies who do not establish a 

complete register of people who possess information that has not been made public and which 

could influence the future stock price. The rule also applies for companies who do not present 

the stated information to Finansinspektionen12. The charged fee will range from 0.005 to 0.01 

percent of the companies market value at the end of the month prior to the decision.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                 
10 www.fi.se 
11 The member states of the EU plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway 
12 www.fi.se 
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3.2 The Effective Market Hypothesis 
 
In 1970, Eugene Fama University of Chicago, published an article named “Efficient Capital 

Markets” in which he presented the “Efficient Market Hypothesis” (EMH). In order for a 

market to be effective, three conditions must accordingly be fulfilled.  

 

1. The market participants are rational and act in order to maximize their profit.  

 

2. No single buyer or seller can affect the price.  

 

3. All market participants receive information at once and there are no transaction costs. 

If these conditions are fulfilled, no investor (as mentioned above) should be able to 

have an advantage in forecasting future stock prices since no investor knows more 

than the other. 

 

There are three kinds of Market Efficiency (Brealy & Myers, 2000) 

 

1)   The strong form states that all information is incorporated in stock prices and that it 

is impossible to find new information that will affect the current price. This indicates 

that not even Insider Trading will beat the market. 

 

2) The semi strong form states that stock prices adapts and reflects new information               

that hits the market. Analyzing existing data and its information will, in other words, 

not give rise to an abnormal return. 

 

3) The weak form states that current stock prices are fully reflected by historic 

information. Meaning that prices cannot be forecasted, this in turn means that there is 

no way of beating the market. The weak form of EMH can be presented 

mathematically by the formula, 

 

Ptoday =  Ptoday – 1 + Expected return + Random return 

Formula 3.1 EMH calculation 
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3.3 The Random Walk Model 
 
The Random Walk Theory states that stock prices take a random and unpredictable path. The 

theory gained popularity in 1973 when Burton Malkeil wrote “A Random Walk Down Wall 

Street”, a book that is now regarded as an investment classic. The chance of a stocks’ future 

price going up is the same as it is going down. A follower of random walk believes it is 

impossible to outperform the market without assuming additional risk 13 . In that sense 

investors should not bother with neither technical nor fundamental analysis since these 

approaches will still not outperform the markets. The theory, originally examined by Maurice 

Kendall in 1953, states that stock price fluctuations are independent of each other and have 

the same probability distribution, but over a period of time, prices remain an upward trend14.  

As can be read above, the Random Walk Theory corresponds well with the EMH and its weak 

form which states that current prices are fully reflected by historic information. 

 

3.4 The Market for Lemons 
 
Akerlof’s 1970 essay, “The Market for Lemons” is the single most important study in the 

literature on economics of information15. In the essay Akerlof introduces the first formal 

analysis of markets with the informational problem known as adverse selection. 

 

In short, Akerlof analyses the market for used cars where the seller has more information than 

the buyer regarding the quality of the product. The car salesman possess further information 

on the cars overall quality than the potential buyer. If the car is in good shape, the seller will 

want the correct price for it but the buyer will probably perceive the price as too high and thus 

reject the offer. If the car on the other hand is defective, the seller will agree to the lower bid 

and therefore complete the sale 16 . The results of Akerlof implies that markets with 

asymmetric information will end up consisting of defected goods which in turn will 

undermine the trust and integrity of the markets.  

 

                                                 
13 http://www.investopedia.com/university/concepts/concepts5.asp 
14 Ibid 
15 http://nobelprize.org/economics/laureates/2001/public.html 
16 www.investopedia.com 
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Like the used-car market, stock markets are characterised by asymmetric information. This is 

perhaps most evident in Insider Trading. The fact that Insiders do possess information that 

can be used in order to profit from it, is in fact a threat to the future of effective markets.   

 

3.5 Behavioural Finance 
 
For years, it has been stated from an academic perspective that the stock markets are fully 

rational and that psychological factors are not considered to be an explainable theory on what 

influences the individual behaviour (Wärneryd, 2001).  

 

Behavioral finance is a relatively new concept within finance and its popularity as an 

academic subject has during recent years increased due to the findings, on the psychological 

impact on the economy, of the 2002 Nobel price winner Daniel Kahneman17. The different 

theories within the subject seek to extend the standard theories of finance by introducing 

behavioural aspects to investor’s decision making process (Thaler, 1993). Behavioural finance 

seeks to interpret and predict systematic financial market implications of psychological 

decision process. Further, it focuses on the implementation of psychological principles in 

order to improve the financial decision-making. (Shiller, 2000) 

 

The assumption of market efficiency has thus come to be challenged by behavioral finance. 

There are several studies pointing to market anomalies that cannot be explained with the help 

of standard financial theory (Shefrin, 2000). Abnormal price movements are an example of 

such an anomaly and might emerge from events such as Insider transactions, IPOs, mergers 

and stock splits. Such statistical anomalies have consistently continued to appear and this 

suggests that the existing standard finance models are, if not wrong, probably incomplete. 

Investors have been shown not react rationally to new information but to be overconfident and 

to vary their choices as they face various changes in the presentation of investment 

information. (Wärneryd, 2001) 

 

                                                 
17 Kahneman & Tversky (1979, 1991)  
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The Behavioural Finance field of study argues that people are not nearly as rational as the 

traditional finance theory states. It contradicts the traditional view and states instead that 

psychology-based theories will in a better way explain stock market anomalies18.  

 

3.5.1 Heuristics – Herd Behaviour 
 
Herd behavior is a form of heuristics where individuals are led to follow the majority of 

individuals by following their decisions (Shefrin, 2000). It is probably the most generally 

recognized observation on financial markets in a psychological context. However, herd 

behavior, along with other heuristics, may mislead people when they follow e.g. a general 

market trend. In the stock market, for example, investors might classify some stocks as 

growth stocks based on a history of consistent high returns or due to the identification of 

considered professionals who are making certain investments. When people meet the 

judgement of large group of people, they tend to change their own rational reasoning. They 

simply think that all the other people could not be wrong. Shefrin (2000) states that people are 

influenced by their social environment and they often feel pressure to conform. 

 

Herd behavior can come to play a significant role in the presence of speculative bubbles as 

there is a tendency to observe winners very closely, particularly when investors with Insider 

information are acting (Shiller, 2000). Many investors’ rational opinion might be that the 

equity in question is not correctly priced, but they restrain themselves from taking a contrary 

financial exposure. They simply feel that it is not worth to contradict the herd. The behavior, 

even though it might be considered rational by each individual, produces group behavior that 

is irrational and causes fluctuations in the market that disturbs the theories of efficient 

markets. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
18 Ibid 
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3.6 Prior research on Insider Trading 
 
Jaffe (1974) conducted an event study where he came to the conclusion that Insiders possess 

more valuable information and thus performs better than outsiders. He surveyed 200 

companies in USA during the period 1962-1968. Jaffe based his survey on one hand on the 

intensity of Insider transactions, on the other on the period that the position (buy/sell) was 

held. The statistical results were most significant and interesting for the stocks that included 

the most intensive Insider Trading and which for held in a period of eight months.  

 

Seyhun (1986) examined 60 000 Insider transactions that occurred 1975-1981 on the New 

York Stock Exchange (NYSE). The transactions were divided regarding company size (large, 

medium or small) along with buy- and sell-transactions. His conclusions indicated, during an 

interval of 100 days, positive abnormal returns of 3% on the buy-transactions and an 

avoidance of a 1,7% decline on the sell-transactions. Seyhun was also able to conclude that 

Insiders in small sized companies, in general, generated higher abnormal returns than Insiders 

in the larger companies. 

 

Heinkel and Kraus (1987) performed a study on the stock market in Vancouver, Canada. 

They surveyed whether Insider’s stock portfolios performed better than outsiders. An event 

study was used to study abnormal returns for the two portfolios and the authors came to the 

conclusion that Insiders did not perform better than outsiders. 

 

Jeng et al (1999) performed a study on Insider transactions in which they created a portfolio o 

of stocks that was held during a year after the transactions. The study focused on abnormal 

returns based on the intensity of Insider transactions over a certain period. Their conclusions 

indicated significant abnormal returns for buy-transactions but not for the sell-transactions.  

They were though able to conclude that cluster transactions generated higher abnormal returns 

on both buy- and sell-transactions. 
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Rundfelt (1989) conducted a research on Insider transactions on the Stockholm Stock 

Exchange, performed 1984-1986. During this period, Rundfelt created one buy- and sell-

portfolio every month and measured possible abnormal returns over a one-, three-, six- and 

twelve-month period. He concluded that it is not possible to draw any representative 

conclusions as the results are too weak. He was though able to point out that a buy-portfolio 

was consistently generating significantly higher returns than the sell-portfolio. 

 

Karte and Ness (2002) surveyed with an event study how stocks, that had been Insider traded 

on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, performed 75 days before and 75 days after the date of 

Insider Trading. They were not able to identify any significant abnormal returns for buy-

transactions but sell-transactions indicated interrupts in the trend during the surveyed period. 

Further results implied that lower official’s Insider trades were performing better than the 

higher official’s. The author’s analysis stated that an explanation could be that higher officials 

are more careful in their trading as they are more extensively observed by the public. 

 

Moreau and Sångberg (2004) based their study on Insider transactions, at Stockholm Stock 

Exchange, that exceeded SEK 500 000 and were performed during October 2003. The survey 

was conducted over two time horizons, 10 days before and after an Insider transaction and 12 

months accordingly. The short term horizon indicated negative abnormal returns for both buy- 

and sell-transactions and the long term horizon indicated a trend for positive abnormal returns 

regarding buy-transactions. Moreau and Sångberg were though not able to statistically 

guarantee the results with a t-test. 

 

Jangklev and Kilander (2004) conducted a thesis where they surveyed Insider buy-

transactions that had been performed during the first quarter 2004 on the Stockholm Stock 

Exchange. Their study resulted in 50 Insider buy-transactions that generated positive 

abnormal returns of 3-3,5% during the defined event period. Their conclusion is though, 

based on statistical significance tests, that it is not worth for outsiders to follow the 

investments of Insiders.  
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4 Results  
 

Our fourth chapter comprises the results of the quantitative Event 
Study. An illustrative graph for all constructed portfolios is first 
presented and the following section presents a selection of our 
statistical results. 

 
 

4.1 Presentation of CAAR results 
 
Diagram 4.1 below illustrates the CAAR for our four stock list portfolios in a event window 

of 20 days before and 120 days after that the buy transactions has been officially registered at 

Finansinspektionen. Specific diagrams for the shorter event windows can be found under 

Appendix 8.1. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graph 4.1 Event window (long term) 
 

All CAAR values for the different portfolio’s cluster transactions that are identified during 

2002-2003 show a relatively small divergence from 0 during the first 20 days prior to the 

official Insider transaction date. This result is still almost perfectly consistent with a market 

efficiency hypothesis, according to which a market reaction should occur simultaneously with 

information disclosure. 
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However the situation changes after approximately 30 days. Both the O-list and Aggregate list 

start to increase in terms of CAAR whereas the A-list and Attract 40 are diverging to similar, 

lower, CAAR values.  

 

Our results are consistent with other related studies as the usefulness of following Insider 

transactions is not uniform across all constructed portfolios. Further discussions on possible 

reasons for the non-uniformity will be held in chapter 5 - Analysis.  
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4.2 Statistical results 
 
The following step is to validate whether the observed CAAR values can be statistically 

verified and thus indicate our alternative hypothesis (H1). 

 

The results from our formulated hypotheses are presented in table 4.1 which is divided into 

the four categories of stock lists. Further, each list is presented in three different time 

perspectives (short-, medium- and long term) that correspond to our event windows. The 

hypotheses are, as mentioned before, the same with regards to both stock lists as well as time 

perspectives. 

 

Significant results that consequently reject our zero hypothesis (H0) will be marked with a 

bold font. 

 
 

Insider transactions: BUY 

Event Window Portfolio CAAR t-value p-value Standard Dev 
A-list -3.18% -3,2462 0,0008 0,1348 
Attract 40 -1.28% -0,8589 0.1984 0,1188 
O-list 10.75% 5,0923 0.0000 0,1662 

SHORT- 
TERM 

-20 to 30 days 
Aggregate 2.09% 1,6149 0.0540 0,1783 
A-list -2.85% -2,8367 0,0028 0,1384 
Attract 40 -3.75% -1,8007 0.0406 0,1161 
O-list 19.10% 7,2779 0.0000 0,2067 

MEDIUM- 
TERM 

-20 to 60 days 
Aggregate 4.16% 2,9574 0.0018 0,1935 
A-list -2.91% -2,7147 0,0040 0,1476 
Attract 40 -3.68% -2,4830 0.0092 0,1177 
O-list 33.67% 7,8017 0.0000 0,3399 

LONG-TERM 
-20 to 120 days 

Aggregate 9.02% 4,9110 0.0000 0,2527 

 
Table 4.1 Summary of portfolio results 

 
 
As can be seen in the table above, the zero hypothesis can be rejected for all portfolios except 

the Attract 40 and Aggregate list. It is hence verified that a clear majority of our calculated 

CAAR values are significant and according to our alternative hypothesis differing from zero. 

Considering the calculated p-values it can also be concluded that the alternative hypotheses 
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are accepted with a high probability. Nearly all p-values show either a very high or high 

significance. Only the portfolios short-term Aggregate and short-term Attract 40 are 

connected to p-values that implies marginally- and non-significant results respectively. 

 

Further, the Insider transactions that were executed on the O-list are representing the highest 

abnormal return of 33,67% in the long-term event window. Other portfolios that represent 

positive abnormal returns are remaining O-list portfolios and all aggregate portfolios. 

 

Our aggregated results show a strong level of statistical significance which implies that an 

investor indeed can gain an abnormal return on the Swedish stock exchange. However, 

although our findings are in line with obtained results of similar studies abroad, Jeng et al 

(1999), we do not want to state that the phenomena is an applicable trading strategy on 

financial markets due to the fact that we have studied the Swedish financial market, which 

globally stands for around 2 – 3 percent of the global equity market 19 . 

                                                 
19 www.stockholmsborsen.se 
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5 Analysis 
 

In this chapter, our results will be analyzed within the framework 
of included theories and prior research.    

 
 

5.1 Analysis of quantitative results 
 
Both Fama and his “Efficient Market Hypothesis” and also “The Random Walk Theory” by 

Burton Malkeil state that no single investor can beat the market without taking on greater 

risks. This is due to the fact that all information, according to the theories, is incorporated in 

stock prices and it is therefore impossible to find new information that will affect current 

prices.   

 

Recent studies made in Sweden, for example Rundfelt (1989), Karte and Ness (2002) and 

Moreau and Sångberg (2004), on Insider Trading and its possible effects on abnormal returns 

confirms the theoretical framework of Fama and Malkeil. Neither of the authors was able to 

statistically verify their apprehended results. Our results from the A-list and the Attract 40 list 

show no major abnormal return and correspond well to the above stated findings. Although 

screening significance in obtained t-values, CAAR values of – 2.9 and – 3.7 percent 

respectively on event windows of -20 to 120 days will not make any investor rich. The 

possibility to gain on short selling the stocks is, of course, a way in which an investor can 

make money. Corresponding transaction costs must however stay under the level of our above 

mentioned percentages. 

 

Our CAAR values derived from the O- list shows, in stark contrast to the other lists, a 

remarkable abnormal return of 10.8, 19.1 and 33.7 percent respectively to our event windows. 

With a strong significance level, our results on the O-list should be interesting to any investor 

looking out to make money. These findings correspond well to the findings of Jeng et al 

(1999) who also studied the phenomena of Insider trading and cluster transactions. 

The conclusions indicated significant abnormal returns for buy-transactions on the lists with a 

high level of liquidity and even higher returns on smaller lists like the corresponding O-list in 

Sweden. An important requirement in order for a market to be effective is that it has enough 

liquidity to meet the demands of both buyers and sellers which, in turn, will enable a small 

spread between the transactions on the market.  
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Both the A-list and the Attract 40 has in our view a satisfactory liquidity which, as mentioned, 

could explain the poor results. Further explanations to our results are that the Insiders of the 

A-list and the Attract 40 have far more analysts and media coverage than do the O-list. This 

could possibly lead to a more careful trading approach and thus also a lower return.    

 

5.2 The confidence for Financial Markets 
 
It is of highest importance that the different actors within the market can trust that the given 

information is both accurate and instantaneously in order not to undermine the trust of the 

market.  Akerlof’s 1970 essay, “The Market for Lemons” introduces the first formal analysis 

of markets with the informational problem known as adverse selection. The results of Akerlof 

implies that markets with asymmetric information will end up consisting of defected goods 

which in turn will undermine the trust and integrity of the markets. The fact that Insiders do 

possess information that can be used in order to profit from it, is in fact a threat to the future 

of effective markets. Our results derived from the O-list speak of an extremely high abnormal 

return due to simple replication of the involved Insiders. The results implies that, if continued 

and in line with Akerlof’s theory, we are heading towards a state where the capital markets, 

which today is a great contributor to the welfare in our society, risks to completely dry out 

due to the escape of potential investors.   

 

Another great risk to the trust of financial markets is the arising of Endowment assurances20 

which, due to loopholes in the legislation, can take advantages of off-shore solutions in order 

to hide transactions. The construction of these solutions makes it possible for Insiders to trade 

stocks and other financial derivatives of companies in which they have special insight without 

ever having to worry about being accused of illegal Insider trading21.  

 

An article, written by Isacson and Paulsson for Dagens Industri (2005-02-04), concerning the 

arising of Endowment assurances implies from unmentioned sources that Insurance brokers 

actively seeks to establish connections within the Insider community with arguments such as 

the loopholes that enables the hiding of transactions22. This could further possibly explain our 

                                                 
20 Kapitalförsäkringar (free translation) 
21 Information derived from the Senior partner and CEO at Verdana Fond & Försäkring, Anders Hammargren  
22 www.di.se/Index/Nyheter/2005/02/04/132259.htm 
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poor results derived from the A-list and the Attract 40 list. As mentioned, high liquidity 

markets attract more attention which in turn works as an intimidating method for the Insiders 

of large and respected firms. The thought of being accused of illegal trading or even being 

indicted could possibly have devastating effects on the market capitalization of the company 

in question and Insiders will therefore act in ways which prevents these kinds of scenarios. 

Instead, the solutions that Endowment assurances offer will continue to grow in the near 

future23. As long as more Insiders start to realize the benefits of these solutions, we will 

continue to see a large expansion in the sale statistics.  

 

5.3 Laws and regulations 
 
The state of Sweden has basically delegated the legislation regarding the ruling of financial 

markets to the participants themselves. According to Jansson (1995), self-regulating systems 

have a lot of advantages to be gained. Examples of these are quick and accurate punishments 

from the investors if inaccuracies should occur. However, in our view, the self-regulation will 

mostly punish the different intermediaries within the market. Insiders will continue to gain o 

inside information whilst it is the Investment banks that handle the communication with the 

concerned investors that will take the hit if these investors feel neglected or unfairly treated. 

An extension of the stated perspectives can possibly lead, as mentioned, to the drying out of 

markets.  

 

An important factor, which reinforces our theories, is the findings of a prior study conducted 

by us, Zackarias Atallah and Nassim El-Amrani, in 2004.  The bachelor thesis24 studied 

conflicts of interest on the Stockholm Stock Exchange and among other findings we 

conducted interviews with different kinds of market participants.  

 

The consensus answer to questions regarding the confidence for financial markets was solid 

and negative. This implies that both investors and market makers feel that more 

comprehensive legislation and serious consequences for law-breakers are needed to restrain 

both Insiders gaining on unpublished information and others who may influence the financial 

                                                 
23 Information gained from Anders Hammargren, Senior Partner and CEO at Verdana Fond & Försäkring 
24 Atallah & El-Amrani, 2004., ”Kinesiska muren – Intressekonflikter på den svenska värdepappersmarknaden” 
,Stockholm University, School of Business   
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markets negatively. Although we do not want to state or even imply that our derived results 

from the O-list are illegal, the results will likely be perceived as such.  

 

As we mentioned in section 3.1.4 the legislation has in the recent year been restructured by, 

among other things, the implementation of a stricter view on both Insider trading and the 

reporting of it. The results of the restructuring are identified with the increasing amount of 

both indictments and convictions in recent years 25  (see graph 8.3 in appendix 8.6).

                                                 
25 Hedlund M, ”FI anmäler allt fler Insiderfall till åklagare”, Dagens Nyheter 2006-01-04 
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6 Conclusions 
 

The sixth and last chapter contains our conclusions and finishing 
reflections concerning the obtained results. The chapter ends with 
a section where suggestions for further research are presented. 
This last section is meant to inspire any potential reader to 
conduct further research in order to further illustrate the varying 
consequences of Insider trading.   

 
 
 
The aim of our Master thesis was to study the phenomena of Insider trading and the potential 

abnormal returns these may cause. The subject has during large parts of the 1990’s and also 

during the beginning of our new century been diligently discussed and analysed. A 

consequence of the direct attention is the arising of introducing laws and rules against Insider 

trading in order to improve the reliability and liquidity of financial markets. As mentioned the 

legislations main purpose is also to reduce or even eliminate the problems of adverse selection 

in purpose not to undermine the confidence for financial markets which in turn potentially 

could dry out the liquidity.  

 

Our comprehensive study and its results from the O-list speak of an extremely high abnormal 

return. The following computations of the statistical significance of our results further 

reinforce the credibility in them. This implies, in contrast to other similar studies made in 

Sweden, that there in fact is possible to gain on Insider trading. Differing from our study, 

other research (e.g. Karte and Ness, 2002 and Jangklev and Kilander, 2004) chose to analyse 

Insider trading with event windows of shorter periods of time. This could possibly be one 

explanation to the lack of significant results. Insiders do not, in our view, dare to bear the risk 

of being caught with illegal trading activities. This could have devastating effects on the 

company in question. Instead, Insiders will regard their investments as long term strategies. 

The approach will minimize the risk of being accused and at the same time still capture the 

essence of gaining on unpublished information. We do not state that Insiders does in fact take 

advantage of asymmetric information as we only have identified and suited legal transactions. 

Our results, however, give rise to a well-founded suspiciousness. Our perception is that 

Insiders possess potentially stock moving information long before it hits the market. In that 

sense we want to state that the new legislation, that prohibits Insiders from trading two 

months before a special event, is not sufficient.    
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Interesting to point out is the relatively new product of Endowment assurances and its future 

impact on future trading. Although we have tried to find valid and statistical information on 

the products, the classified documents we were told were not attainable. A logical conclusion 

from the above mentioned is that the probability of our numbers of unrecorded cases, could 

potentially, be substantial.      

 

Important is not to only imply that our results derives from the single factor of Insider trading. 

There are of course a lot of different factors influencing the financial markets. An interesting 

point is the impact of psychological factors and especially the phenomena of herd behaviour 

on investors and their trading strategies. According to Rickard Wahlund, professor at the 

Stockholm School of Economics26, the herd behaviour is strongly connected to our loss 

aversion which means that it will be easier to handle a loss if the investor has acted exactly 

the same way as the Insider. This explains why investors tend to follow others and this could 

also explain our results. A perception of “If the Insiders buy than so should I mentality”, 

could already be implemented on the markets and this will not change as the subject of 

Behavioural finance will continue to make an impact in the future.  

 

Finally we want to shortly discuss the future of Insider trading. Finansinspektionen 

continuously works on finding methods to restrain the illegal acts of Insider trading. It has, 

however, and always will be extremely hard to completely prevent it. By nature, the human 

mind longs for prosperity which in turn will continue to enable future bending of our current 

legislation. 

 

6.1 Suggestions for further research 
 

Due to our suspicions of a high number of unrecorded cases of Insider transactions as a 

consequence of the arising of endowment assurances, it would be interesting to further look 

into how these may affect the phenomena of Insider trading. Although it is hard to obtain 

statistics, a qualitative study conducted from an interview survey could capture both the 

demand as well as the overall extension of endowment assurances.    
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Furthermore, as we have chosen to conduct a thesis based on all kinds of Insiders, it would be 

interesting to further study the abnormal returns of transactions made by relatives. Our 

underlying hypothesis is that relatives may not perceive the same pressure as the Insider 

themselves and that they therefore may cause a higher abnormal return.   

 

A final suggestion would be to conduct an extensive study with comparisons of different 

countries legislations and their corresponding effects on Insider violations. Interesting 

conclusions could explain and further advise Finansinspektionen on how to face the complex 

nature of Insider trading. 
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8.1 Event windows 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Graph 8.1 Event window (short term) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Graph 8.2 Event window (medium term) 
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8.2 Table of aggregated statistics from the A-list 
 

Time t CAAR STDEV t-value Time t CAAR STDEV t-value
-20 0 0,015767 0,009382 24 -0,02767503 0,11869334 -3,20547737
-19 0,000106 0,021005 0,034673 25 -0,02522769 0,11482712 -3,02039664
-18 0,00014203 0,02406169 0,08114861 26 -0,02702791 0,11565935 -3,21264458
-17 0,00068571 0,03105294 0,30357731 27 -0,02729316 0,11788113 -3,18302752
-16 -0,00468966 0,03631553 -1,77533309 28 -0,02730153 0,1218902 -3,07927917
-15 -0,00679018 0,04134503 -2,2578181 29 -0,03047877 0,12870934 -3,25550426
-14 -0,00446121 0,04297148 -1,42726111 30 -0,03182923 0,13479877 -3,24616893
-13 -0,00683468 0,05020187 -1,87167022 31 -0,03575257 0,13266737 -3,704879
-12 -0,00147217 0,04955025 -0,40845357 32 -0,03451308 0,13106633 -3,62012421
-11 -0,00670201 0,0500687 -1,84021954 33 -0,0335552 0,12921143 -3,57017735
-10 -0,0078267 0,05756028 -1,86933213 34 -0,03830779 0,13072007 -4,02879995

-9 -0,01128637 0,06307874 -2,45981368 35 -0,03669638 0,13091606 -3,85355195
-8 -0,01626414 0,06643869 -3,36543273 36 -0,0436057 0,13302759 -4,50642778
-7 -0,01694347 0,07315293 -3,18420789 37 -0,04363336 0,13812098 -4,3430004
-6 -0,02084153 0,0816159 -3,51063458 38 -0,04881696 0,13846241 -4,84696391
-5 -0,02622517 0,09496969 -3,79633274 39 -0,04288811 0,13939868 -4,22969579
-4 -0,02045251 0,08799112 -3,19549871 40 -0,04310305 0,13403439 -4,42102213
-3 -0,02016462 0,09388303 -2,95279799 41 -0,04177644 0,13004048 -4,41655596
-2 -0,02775314 0,09975633 -3,82474523 42 -0,0403812 0,1335059 -4,15824121
-1 -0,02839012 0,10191641 -3,8296058 43 -0,04231607 0,13654885 -4,26037885
0 -0,02926192 0,11432055 -3,51892001 44 -0,04201941 0,13784895 -4,19061131
1 -0,02263332 0,11511408 -2,70302937 45 -0,04347592 0,13868985 -4,30958079
2 -0,02298056 0,11382579 -2,77556194 46 -0,041508 0,14072226 -4,05508448
3 -0,02025706 0,11731629 -2,37382649 47 -0,04040795 0,13461005 -4,12686487
4 -0,02288649 0,11495525 -2,73704128 48 -0,03454815 0,13390022 -3,54710828
5 -0,02283003 0,11840127 -2,6508245 49 -0,03246827 0,13696268 -3,25902544
6 -0,02145953 0,11705244 -2,52040718 50 -0,02988276 0,14160618 -2,90114523
7 -0,02652291 0,11795658 -3,09121941 51 -0,03308019 0,13775549 -3,30133783
8 -0,02753081 0,11796184 -3,20854617 52 -0,03227649 0,13634576 -3,25443426
9 -0,0286257 0,11560702 -3,40410358 53 -0,03064629 0,13714953 -3,07195199

10 -0,0256268 0,11622702 -3,0312255 54 -0,03678969 0,13402045 -3,77386121
11 -0,01867702 0,11233472 -2,2857273 55 -0,02973545 0,13697711 -2,98440257
12 -0,01886975 0,10434747 -2,48607957 56 -0,0315064 0,13712236 -3,15879461
13 -0,0213805 0,1019284 -2,88372328 57 -0,03298607 0,13859565 -3,2719898
14 -0,02508517 0,10289914 -3,35147594 58 -0,03389763 0,13819839 -3,37207559
15 -0,02565243 0,10825747 -3,25762858 59 -0,03250562 0,13975693 -3,19754042
16 -0,02720965 0,10947431 -3,41697391 60 -0,02855408 0,13838548 -2,83666799
17 -0,02182337 0,10755858 -2,78937991 61 -0,02385667 0,14130919 -2,32097396
18 -0,01976692 0,10677857 -2,54498829 62 -0,02302283 0,1469621 -2,15369503
19 -0,01560361 0,10593341 -2,02499115 63 -0,01979797 0,14883903 -1,82866764
20 -0,01810119 0,10445319 -2,38240899 64 -0,02083808 0,14284714 -2,00547408
21 -0,02096329 0,10518741 -2,73984877 65 -0,02497175 0,1390095 -2,46965017
22 -0,02348566 0,10871879 -2,9698123 66 -0,02732087 0,14410374 -2,60645449
23 -0,02342435 0,11182175 -2,8798658 67 -0,02272785 0,14574007 -2,14392804
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Time t CAAR STDEV t-value
68 -0,01891485 0,14480437 -1,79577628
69 -0,01735875 0,14342138 -1,6639318
70 -0,01709817 0,14311212 -1,64249496
71 -0,01169139 0,1419154 -1,13257624
72 -0,01146392 0,14472477 -1,08898354
73 -0,00714445 0,1455853 -0,67465595
74 -0,00868759 0,14797691 -0,80711696
75 -0,00969102 0,14389084 -0,92590693
76 -0,0094911 0,14118658 -0,92417455
77 -0,01239362 0,13548647 -1,25757291
78 -0,01462535 0,1328923 -1,512994
79 -0,01507621 0,13423174 -1,54407297
80 -0,01730271 0,13344425 -1,78256408
81 -0,02337695 0,13305074 -2,41546856
82 -0,02269555 0,12993798 -2,40124016
83 -0,02487501 0,12961636 -2,63836169
84 -0,02467532 0,13064616 -2,59655231
85 -0,02881064 0,13133497 -3,01580649
86 -0,02958954 0,1315298 -3,09275144
87 -0,0327983 0,13250388 -3,40293456
88 -0,0313011 0,12908038 -3,33372863
89 -0,03673398 0,13058916 -3,86715685
90 -0,04010948 0,12906323 -4,27243493
91 -0,04136896 0,1291547 -4,40347203
92 -0,03516533 0,13035958 -3,7085369
93 -0,03551864 0,13311525 -3,66825455
94 -0,03348706 0,13908712 -3,3099467
95 -0,03406725 0,13904318 -3,36835793
96 -0,03174456 0,1403977 -3,10842403
97 -0,03573649 0,13822537 -3,55430833
98 -0,03071749 0,13802167 -3,05963293
99 -0,03390412 0,13812635 -3,37448017

100 -0,03509977 0,14217935 -3,3938972
101 -0,03199554 0,13979608 -3,1464823
102 -0,03273387 0,13869747 -3,24458928
103 -0,0351126 0,14378379 -3,35725203
104 -0,03910738 0,13951858 -3,85351935
105 -0,04269928 0,14396822 -4,07741422
106 -0,03936094 0,14265218 -3,7933062
107 -0,04350441 0,14430677 -4,14455115
108 -0,04557949 0,14661547 -4,27386307
109 -0,04725502 0,14797839 -4,39016233
110 -0,04526769 0,1462122 -4,25633304
111 -0,04746698 0,14939657 -4,3679927
112 -0,04616645 0,14968804 -4,24004371
113 -0,0478492 0,15003329 -4,3844782
114 -0,04726962 0,15479398 -4,19815971
115 -0,04484906 0,15145142 -4,07109205
116 -0,03513192 0,14695557 -3,28659892
117 -0,03407445 0,14795104 -3,1662251
118 -0,02955629 0,14921271 -2,72317128
119 -0,03050644 0,14564282 -2,87960769
120 -0,02914588 0,14760061 -2,71468808  
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8.3 Table of aggregated statistics from the Attract 40 
 

Time t CAAR STDEV t-value Time t CAAR STDEV t-value
-20 0 0,0166283 -3,3224832 24 -0,00751624 0,11456722 -0,52072736
-19 -0,0090654 0,0178783 -3,4686332 25 -0,00406501 0,11860243 -0,27204364
-18 -0,01063118 0,01888328 -4,46863023 26 -0,00730793 0,12423364 -0,46690146
-17 -0,00935708 0,01866887 -3,97825636 27 -0,00833732 0,11966297 -0,55301535
-16 -0,00938746 0,01835577 -4,05925098 28 -0,00814445 0,11801862 -0,54774894
-15 -0,01540068 0,02215158 -5,51830221 29 -0,01306856 0,11894063 -0,87210287
-14 -0,01303411 0,02235257 -4,62833129 30 -0,01285179 0,11876017 -0,85894043
-13 -0,0135597 0,02478514 -4,34239259 31 -0,01313226 0,11486614 -0,90743993
-12 -0,01459802 0,02398212 -4,8314432 32 -0,01301799 0,11236054 -0,91960338
-11 -0,01352344 0,03239083 -3,31386973 33 -0,01533692 0,11305618 -1,07674836
-10 -0,01695604 0,04226922 -3,18398082 34 -0,01900405 0,11226719 -1,34357981

-9 -0,01339108 0,03992471 -2,66222034 35 -0,02291689 0,11074069 -1,64255056
-8 -0,0093082 0,04482823 -1,64810223 36 -0,02163846 0,11077581 -1,55042817
-7 -0,01543929 0,03943215 -3,10775815 37 -0,01759058 0,11254238 -1,24060727
-6 -0,01701102 0,03828301 -3,52691243 38 -0,01625495 0,11577233 -1,11442565
-5 -0,01753311 0,03912933 -3,5565334 39 -0,02254568 0,11741561 -1,52408001
-4 -0,01961699 0,04453582 -3,49617507 40 -0,0278291 0,1227541 -1,79942348
-3 -0,01332713 0,04764242 -2,22030793 41 -0,02682636 0,11731279 -1,81504204
-2 -0,01612326 0,05219701 -2,45175767 42 -0,03255709 0,12147337 -2,12732935
-1 -0,02010406 0,05426032 -2,94084224 43 -0,03452767 0,11678677 -2,34662602
0 -0,02126668 0,05461187 -3,09088506 44 -0,04323917 0,11608934 -2,95634608
1 -0,01959816 0,05665116 -2,7458501 45 -0,04283446 0,11369981 -2,99022451
2 -0,01898213 0,05816731 -2,59021831 46 -0,04339392 0,11279893 -3,05347363
3 -0,01650044 0,06233519 -2,10103081 47 -0,0425661 0,11207219 -3,01464584
4 -0,019572 0,06263149 -2,48034893 48 -0,03935455 0,1142354 -2,7344158
5 -0,02094183 0,06684483 -2,48666348 49 -0,04254304 0,11484845 -2,94017818
6 -0,01816706 0,06477107 -2,22624935 50 -0,04206835 0,11350278 -2,94184139
7 -0,01663008 0,06559901 -2,01218203 51 -0,04579226 0,11125159 -3,26705267
8 -0,01802169 0,06809756 -2,10055639 52 -0,04938796 0,10563038 -3,7110989
9 -0,01873604 0,07130999 -2,08543957 53 -0,04997063 0,10534783 -3,76495254

10 -0,01525214 0,07432592 -1,62877362 54 -0,04971771 0,11106976 -3,5529212
11 -0,0111336 0,08191581 -1,07879296 55 -0,04914242 0,11152186 -3,4975733
12 -0,00982239 0,08065884 -0,96657522 56 -0,04421217 0,11887702 -2,95198511
13 -0,01028021 0,08015208 -1,01802299 57 -0,04318021 0,12275765 -2,79194273
14 -0,00826309 0,08254824 -0,79451993 58 -0,04183537 0,12109466 -2,74213529
15 -0,01378227 0,09219973 -1,18648276 59 -0,04077839 0,1210202 -2,67449921
16 -0,01639748 0,09370533 -1,38893895 60 -0,03759217 0,11610009 -2,57001208
17 -0,0197473 0,09428476 -1,6624033 61 -0,03361929 0,11290637 -2,36341707
18 -0,01252734 0,1029081 -0,96622766 62 -0,03563894 0,11422404 -2,47649531
19 -0,01066339 0,10578962 -0,80005961 63 -0,03446869 0,1188719 -2,3015257
20 -0,01185537 0,1107825 -0,84940373 64 -0,02764013 0,12183122 -1,80074286
21 -0,01348642 0,11088352 -0,96538399 65 -0,02228639 0,13230754 -1,3369814
22 -0,01047925 0,10901414 -0,76298782 66 -0,02163351 0,12998442 -1,32100946
23 -0,01351816 0,10414888 -1,03022774 67 -0,01822897 0,13279337 -1,08957187
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Time t CAAR STDEV t-value

68 -0,01224339 0,12535928 -0,77520276
69 -0,01074795 0,12377161 -0,68924687
70 -0,00647347 0,11648883 -0,44108598
71 -0,00351519 0,11060233 -0,25226354
72 -0,00481091 0,10594434 -0,36042923
73 -0,00680004 0,10879495 -0,49610434
74 -0,00038171 0,11426878 -0,02651402
75 0,00275663 0,11462271 0,19088797
76 0,00174936 0,11939249 0,11629831
77 -0,00032093 0,11912401 -0,02138358
78 0,00362377 0,12161017 0,23651644
79 -0,00259094 0,12231827 -0,16812661
80 -0,00161993 0,11967458 -0,10743984
81 0,00219483 0,11738547 0,14840765
82 0,0041519 0,11963175 0,27546767
83 -0,00244432 0,1184289 -0,16382161
84 -0,00273415 0,11021639 -0,19690035
85 -0,00470935 0,11193302 -0,33394377
86 -0,00729297 0,11209657 -0,51639571
87 -0,00861813 0,11144029 -0,61381999
88 -0,00991963 0,11265994 -0,69886999
89 -0,00927334 0,11198863 -0,65725313
90 -0,01361656 0,11562699 -0,93471314
91 -0,00941057 0,11770092 -0,63460929
92 -0,01101089 0,12064401 -0,72441446
93 -0,01501995 0,11389849 -1,04669681
94 -0,01998758 0,11222356 -1,41366513
95 -0,02444833 0,11299556 -1,71734727
96 -0,02545828 0,11451515 -1,76455988
97 -0,02694653 0,11444334 -1,8688853
98 -0,02618505 0,11355252 -1,83031987
99 -0,02966279 0,11286295 -2,0860793

100 -0,03321788 0,11373596 -2,31816512
101 -0,0338239 0,11158805 -2,40589278
102 -0,03216998 0,11421479 -2,23562385
103 -0,03478593 0,11818648 -2,33617888
104 -0,03288384 0,11953946 -2,1834414
105 -0,0389256 0,11484715 -2,69020474
106 -0,03441608 0,11582993 -2,35836401
107 -0,03431161 0,11318177 -2,40621765
108 -0,0339056 0,11263453 -2,38929706
109 -0,0398489 0,11085288 -2,85324851
110 -0,04181919 0,11038546 -3,00700382
111 -0,04530345 0,1111402 -3,23541804
112 -0,0470374 0,11209515 -3,33063295
113 -0,04083209 0,11560932 -2,80336128
114 -0,03786244 0,11840961 -2,53800206
115 -0,04516241 0,1185492 -3,02376991
116 -0,04071363 0,11882577 -2,71956473
117 -0,03352751 0,12157827 -2,18884808
118 -0,02985828 0,12409172 -1,90981938
119 -0,0352226 0,12141108 -2,30267906
120 -0,03683342 0,11774263 -2,48301073  
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8.4 Table of aggregated statistics from the O-list 
 

Time t CAAR STDEV t-value Time t CAAR STDEV t-value
-20 0 0,0006543 0,1234732 24 0,10476499 0,16385806 5,03435937
-19 0,0004527 0,00783773 0,2373349 25 0,10867128 0,16442162 5,20417264
-18 0,00099817 0,01942756 0,40455713 26 0,10803456 0,16579468 5,13083401
-17 0,00159511 0,0407417 0,30828089 27 0,10619668 0,17113934 4,88603922
-16 0,00838445 0,05025926 1,31357385 28 0,11115647 0,16960583 5,16047673
-15 0,01147867 0,04875402 1,85385951 29 0,10938642 0,16442573 5,23828955
-14 0,01038548 0,04852964 1,68506075 30 0,10751284 0,16624112 5,09234394
-13 0,0121726 0,05023775 1,90787043 31 0,10676821 0,17094111 4,91803102
-12 0,01577064 0,04777733 2,59910153 32 0,10791978 0,16544846 5,13610853
-11 0,01427952 0,04779027 2,352718 33 0,1077252 0,16680537 5,08514279
-10 0,01866389 0,04927956 2,98216156 34 0,10590441 0,16869673 4,94314362

-9 0,01593947 0,0556257 2,2562868 35 0,10764047 0,16296745 5,20080476
-8 0,02167494 0,05584759 3,05597134 36 0,10544661 0,17102671 4,85472361
-7 0,02097788 0,05741574 2,87691062 37 0,10775087 0,16264596 5,21642973
-6 0,01734798 0,06436133 2,12236376 38 0,10576076 0,16748935 4,97202381
-5 0,01747011 0,05970451 2,3040097 39 0,10772743 0,17089 4,96369954
-4 0,02182752 0,06115297 2,81049398 40 0,11730181 0,18768915 4,92109082
-3 0,02482041 0,07274004 2,6867745 41 0,12201546 0,20888695 4,59938111
-2 0,02365137 0,07930873 2,34817812 42 0,12263494 0,19824301 4,87093339
-1 0,03141251 0,08423634 2,93629055 43 0,12541931 0,20656235 4,78089388
0 0,03273971 0,07796972 3,30631879 44 0,12896538 0,19997984 5,07788403
1 0,03759924 0,08755829 3,38125251 45 0,13287002 0,20259793 5,16401929
2 0,04280117 0,08207257 4,10632618 46 0,13642221 0,20486956 5,24328517
3 0,04545384 0,08696924 4,11529252 47 0,13847461 0,20034581 5,44234058
4 0,04937471 0,10808112 3,59708376 48 0,14803051 0,19889364 5,86038526
5 0,052614 0,10605377 3,90634928 49 0,15381702 0,1892296 6,40045974
6 0,05779399 0,11963752 3,8037427 50 0,15730342 0,18071853 6,85379826
7 0,06634762 0,13581277 3,8466312 51 0,16039644 0,1915895 6,59202521
8 0,06524138 0,14532064 3,53501861 52 0,16540947 0,18658084 6,98054252
9 0,07302567 0,15461032 3,71905762 53 0,16846064 0,18347722 7,22956457

10 0,06925752 0,15494551 3,51952278 54 0,16847272 0,19040748 6,96692951
11 0,06820435 0,14507255 3,70188313 55 0,17132275 0,19209187 7,02266397
12 0,07109578 0,14583056 3,83876165 56 0,17061634 0,20128833 6,67417912
13 0,0731978 0,14131325 4,07859858 57 0,17161577 0,19146599 7,05767043
14 0,07928737 0,14339806 4,35368077 58 0,17395032 0,1880213 7,28473957
15 0,08165806 0,14279314 4,50285089 59 0,18338578 0,19858122 7,27148847
16 0,08122341 0,13490988 4,74059997 60 0,19104925 0,20669507 7,27798358
17 0,09008261 0,13824786 5,13072081 61 0,19181509 0,19669121 7,67880529
18 0,08915036 0,14543452 4,82671259 62 0,20111892 0,20434857 7,74956237
19 0,09114298 0,15085018 4,75743896 63 0,2074274 0,22673289 7,20356449
20 0,09867595 0,14612528 5,31718564 64 0,21607121 0,23609126 7,20630832
21 0,09619885 0,14551456 5,20546201 65 0,21537217 0,23069886 7,35089084
22 0,09439305 0,15268851 4,86776383 66 0,21366112 0,22058746 7,62676801
23 0,09811663 0,1588321 4,86407429 67 0,2140071 0,2152809 7,8274178
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Time t CAAR STDEV t-value
68 0,22020153 0,21525842 8,05482345
69 0,22471844 0,22078927 8,01413391
70 0,23465956 0,23784096 7,76868385
71 0,23231932 0,24524756 7,45892913
72 0,23250337 0,23484019 7,79565603
73 0,24124562 0,22176432 8,56571457
74 0,23683734 0,22810103 8,17558393
75 0,24695132 0,24290845 8,00505982
76 0,24543253 0,24489146 7,89140462
77 0,24718597 0,23665908 8,22425374
78 0,24941974 0,23140621 8,4869504
79 0,25091853 0,22846204 8,64797682
80 0,25510147 0,2325424 8,63786996
81 0,25769311 0,23226063 8,73620983
82 0,26434897 0,23768975 8,75715478
83 0,26589298 0,24429635 8,57009701
84 0,2666518 0,243338 8,62840325
85 0,27007204 0,24201346 8,7869052
86 0,2725392 0,24472968 8,76875983
87 0,27599735 0,25585874 8,4937699
88 0,27537533 0,25548352 8,48707393
89 0,27944899 0,25522975 8,62118767
90 0,28877586 0,26415727 8,60783963
91 0,29095776 0,26670449 8,59004528
92 0,28843569 0,26585643 8,54274956
93 0,28930015 0,27496554 8,28449845
94 0,28987311 0,27674897 8,24741341
95 0,29436251 0,28397075 8,16215319
96 0,2920106 0,28583719 8,04406788
97 0,29462998 0,2962094 7,83202282
98 0,29688585 0,30105886 7,76486526
99 0,29767611 0,30196535 7,76216241

100 0,29688041 0,30714563 7,61084802
101 0,30438959 0,30725528 7,80056897
102 0,30240964 0,30423748 7,8267013
103 0,30072485 0,30683371 7,7172417
104 0,30731615 0,31263308 7,74009506
105 0,3136378 0,32899599 7,50643325
106 0,31205035 0,330576 7,43274446
107 0,31448113 0,32758213 7,55910243
108 0,32219023 0,33564762 7,55830902
109 0,32456669 0,33488636 7,63136673
110 0,32714464 0,33670809 7,65036391
111 0,33223312 0,34164746 7,65703405
112 0,33277269 0,34939267 7,49945568
113 0,33593779 0,35123224 7,53113318
114 0,33582402 0,35909953 7,36364373
115 0,33604964 0,3552249 7,44896392
116 0,33265575 0,34828127 7,52074328
117 0,33674106 0,34443301 7,6981638
118 0,33353663 0,34741664 7,55942515
119 0,33863996 0,34533272 7,72140462
120 0,33674443 0,33986519 7,80170587  
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8.5 Included companies from the Stockholm Stock Exchange 
 
              
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 8.1 Total of 68 companies included 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A-list Attract 40 O-list
Bure
Cardo
Electrolux
Elekta
Ericsson
Gunnebo
Höganäs
JM
OMX
Ratos
SCA
Securitas
Skandia
Swedish Match
Tele2
Trelleborg

Billerud
Broström
Carnegie
Eniro
Fabege
Hennes & Mauritz
HiQ
IBS
IFS
Intrum Justitia
Kinnevik
Meda
Micronic
NCC
Observer
ORC Software
Pricer
Protect Data
Retail & Brands
Rottneros
Sigma

Artimplant
Bilia
Biotage
Capona
Castellum
Glocalnet
Klövern
Latour
Ledstiernan
Modul 1
Neonet

Trio
Wallenstam

Net Insight
Nibe
Peab
Pergo
Sign On
Teligent
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8.6 Statistics of Insider violations 1998-2005 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Graph 8.3 Insider statistics 
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